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Introduction
Whether it’s an acquisition, leveraged buyout, seed financing, or corporate

E SUMMARY
spinout, in the world of M&A every transaction involves multiple parties and
participants. The process can be exhilarating and fast-moving, and requires the
best of all players involved.

OLDER ACTIVISM ACCELERATES TO
LEVELS
For business graduates and early career finance professionals, it’s critical to find
the dealmaking role that is the best for you based on your goals, work habits,
and natural strengths. An M&A advisor at a law firm has a very different role than
ACTIVISTS
– SHIFTING
an investment
banker in making a deal happen, but is no less important.

APE TACTICS AND TRIGGERS
This career guide is meant to help you assess which role may be the best fit for
you as you take the next step in your financial career.

VITY, TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY:
SUCCESSFUL SHAREHOLDER
NSHIP MANAGEMENT
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PRIVATE EQUITY
Overview

E SUMMARY
Like investment bankers, private equity professionals must be analytical and

know their way around a spreadsheet. However, junior members often have
more input and visibility due to private equity’s focus on agility and (usually)
OLDERsmaller
ACTIVISM
ACCELERATES
TO
size than
most banks. The
noticeable—and often enriching—difference
LEVELS
of working in private equity is that you get to help manage and transform
portfolio companies after deals close. This can be immensely rewarding.

ACTIVISTS – SHIFTING
APE TACTICS
AND TRIGGERS
Desired Candidates

To be successful in private equity, you must be great at:
+ Creating and championing investment strategies and deal structures
+ Financial
modeling and analysis with expert understanding of
VITY, TRUST
AND TRANSPARENCY:
valuation
multiples
SUCCESSFUL
SHAREHOLDER
+
Developing
NSHIP MANAGEMENTclose relationships with multiple stakeholders in the
M&A ecosystem

ONE AS AN ENABLING PLATFORM
Pros RELATIONSHIP
REHOLDER
+ Ownership – Depending on the
MENT

SION

firm, you get to work on the
entire M&A lifecycle, from deal
origination, due diligence to deal
close and subsequent growth.
+ Lucrative – The pay is far
better than what you’d find at an
investment bank.
+ Outsource Grunt Work – That’s
what the bankers are for.
+ Work/Life Balance – The hours
are often better than what you
would get at an investment bank.

Cons
+ Patience Required – Deals can
take years of relationship building
and nurturing before they come
to fruition. Patiently building a
pipeline and keeping an eye on the
long game is key.
+ Fight Club – You are competing
against hundreds of other firms
on two sides. First, you must 		
create a compelling case as to why
investors should give funds to you
and not the other firm. Second, you
are competing in increasingly tight
auction processes for assets.
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Personality Traits
A private equity professional is resilient, cooperative, balanced between
proactively pursuing gains and cautiously avoiding losses. Though not
particularly extroverted, you defend your ideas and principles relentlessly,
and are committed to seeing projects through. Straightforward and
honest, you have no problem communicating with investors and company
management (even when the news is bad).

Nicole
LaPointe Jameson
Associate,
Peak6 Strategic Capital

RJ David
Principal,
The Carlyle Group

Learn from the best
“As an associate in a small private equity firm with just a half
dozen professionals, I work very closely with senior members
of the deal team. That’s a benefit of small private equity
firms compared to larger firms. As a result, I can absorb and
deploy knowledge very quickly.”

Additional Insight
What does a career in finance look like past year two?
Video Webinar - Banking, legal and private equity associates take part in
this enlightening conversation, sharing key details about their careers and
offering advice to new professionals. The panel also answered questions
from the audience. WATCH NOW >

Prepare to Specialize
“As our industry has continued to mature, it’s gotten more
and more competitive. Private equity firms are starting to
specialize around different verticals. We have our associates
dedicate themselves for a year into one of our industry
groups, because we think it’s a good way for them to
develop their own skill set, see if they like it, and really feel
part of that team.”
Warmers
“I’m meeting new people every single day and trying to
create real relationships. One of the things that I always try
to do before I meet someone is find any sort of connective
tissue to that person. ‘Hey, I saw you worked at Raymond
James, you know this person.’ It creates small world
moments for a very cold meeting, which is probably half the
battle to creating a warm introduction.”
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CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
Overview

E SUMMARY
Corporate Development professionals contribute to strategic decisions to

grow or restructure a corporation’s business, establish partnerships, and
achieve organizational excellence. They’re tasked with creating opportunities
OLDERthrough
ACTIVISM
ACCELERATES
TOdivestitures, and other deals that better the
mergers
and acquisitions,
LEVELS
company’s position in the marketplace.
These professionals often have MBA, CFA, or CPA credentials and frequently

ACTIVISTS
– SHIFTING
come from
an M&A investment banking background, due to the complex deal
flow process
and
financial modeling knowledge required to support corporate
APE TACTICS
AND
TRIGGERS
strategic growth initiatives.

VITY, TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY:
Desired
Candidates
SUCCESSFUL
SHAREHOLDER
In
general,
corporations seek out candidates who:
NSHIP MANAGEMENT

+ Have experience working on M&A
+ Come from an investment bank or consultancy
+ Enjoy working collaboratively in a highly matrixed environment

ONE AS AN ENABLING PLATFORM
REHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
MENT

SION

Pros
+ Less Deal Pressure – Your 		
compensation is not tied directly to
deals you close.
+ Outsource Grunt Work – Fewer
pitch books and slide decks.
+ Diversity – Team members tend
to be older and from more diverse
education and work backgrounds.
+ Work/Life Balance – More
time with family and friends, fewer
all-nighters.

Cons
+ Lower Base Pay – While stable,
salary is lower than with more
deal-driven roles. However, stockbased compensation can make up
the difference.
+ Slower Growth – Because 		
turnover is lower, you have fewer
opportunities to advance.
+ Influencer Not Decider – You
work with multiple internal clients,
which can make decision making
laborious.
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Personality Traits
Your analytical and process-oriented mind makes you a perfect fit for
corporate development, where potential transactions require longterm evaluation and planning. You seek out a practical explanation for
everything and understand that getting to “yes” on a transaction is based
on careful internal consensus building. You may not enjoy unstructured
environments where strategy and plans are less methodical, and thrive
best inside an established workflow.
Top tips for Corporate Development Success:

Carlos Cesta
Head of M&A, Americas,
Dentsu Aegis Network

“Corporate Development has enormous deal teams and
processes, so a lot of things can go wrong. You need to
define accountability precisely and set up a deal sponsor
and a deal integrator at the onset of the deal. Because the
deal teams are so large, it’s a lot about communication
and all hands meetings to make sure everyone knows what
needs to be accomplished.”

“Don’t overlook the opportunity to partner closely with the
corporate lawyers inside the company. If you develop trust
and good communication with them, your lawyers will spot
issues for you in advance, and close interaction with them
will train you to spot legal issues, too.”

Additional Insight
Your Questions Answered: Bonus Audience Q&A from our 2019
Corporate Development Outlook: Bulls, Bears and Best Practices
Video Webinar - What top advice does our panel have for corporate
development professionals? Is AI overhyped? What does activity in Lat Am
look like? These are just a few of the audience questions we tackled during
our Bonus Audience Q&A round after our 2019 Corporate Development
Outlook: Bulls, Bears and Best Practices panel discussion. WATCH NOW >
Almirall’s Sabé on critical thinking, corporate challenges
and why he left banking
Blog Q&A - Get key career lessons from Jordi Sabé, Senior Vice President
of Corp Development of Almirall, an international specialty pharma
company based in Spain. READ NOW >

Gina Rebollar
Senior Vice President
and Managing Counsel,
Chubb

Justin Gans
Vice President Strategy and
Corporate Development,
Elbit Systems of America

“Something I like to emphasize is the need to be proactive.
And that’s many things, but includes finding the companies
you think will be attractive investment opportunities and not
waiting on an investment bank. Also, be proactive about
anticipating potential hurdles or challenges. It could be a
legal issue or someone in the company who is opposed to
an acquisition or divestiture for their own reasons. Address
problems early on.”
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ENTREPRENEUR /
VENTURE CAPITAL

E SUMMARY

Overview
Passion defines entrepreneurs and venture capitalists, first and foremost. Most
OLDERsuccessful
ACTIVISM
ACCELERATES
startups
do not tackleTO
huge tasks like defeating cancer but often find
smaller, more manageable problems or niches to focus their efforts on. Startups
LEVELS
can be enormously rewarding but require sustained focus, high risk-tolerance
and excellent relationship-building and people skills.

ACTIVISTS – SHIFTING
APE TACTICS AND TRIGGERS

Desired Candidates
There is no “mold” for successful entrepreneurs or venture capitalists,
butAND
many TRANSPARENCY:
of the most celebrated:
VITY, TRUST
+ Are problem solvers, first and foremost
SUCCESSFUL SHAREHOLDER
+ Have a ravenous appetite to learn and connect dots
NSHIP MANAGEMENT
+ Thrive on chaos and unstructured work environments
+ Constantly build relationships with investors, peers and customers

ONE AS AN ENABLING PLATFORM
REHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
Pros
MENT+ Fascinating Friends – You get to

SION

know some of the best thinkers and
innovators around the world.
+ Lucrative – The payoff can be
gigantic if the startup succeeds.
+ Vision & Control – You have the
rare opportunity to build or nurture
a business from scratch. This can be
immensely fulfilling.

Cons
+ Huge Risks – Most startups fail,
resulting in substantial losses.
+ Expansive Horizons – Growing
companies from startup to maturity
takes many years. Patience is 		
required.
+ Sleep No More – The frenetic
lifestyle does not leave you much
time for R&R.
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Personality Traits
To be successful, you must combine top-notch analytical skills with strong
people-building abilities—a natural fit for the freewheeling nature of
entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. Your flexibility and drive are true
assets in high-stress situations and mean you can tackle most problems
as they arise. You must not be afraid of taking risks (at all) and thrive on
challenge.
Additional Insight
9 things would-be venture capitalists should know
Audio Podcast - In this hour-long chat, Shruti Gandhi, founder and managing
partner at Array Ventures, riffs on a range of topics from how to break into VC
to advice for female entrepreneurs and much more. LISTEN NOW >
5 ways AI is shaking up the job market (and how to use it to your
advantage)
Audio Podcast - Entrepreneur Joanna Riley, who is currently the CEO and
co-founder of Censia, discusses how artificial intelligence is being used to
help companies find the best talent. LISTEN NOW >

Shruti Gandhi
Founder & Managing Partner,
Array Ventures

What VCs Really Need
“A VC’s job is to learn as much about an industry as fast
as they can. I think it is extremely valuable to create your
own point of view and try to add value to a VC’s view of the
industry. A way to differentiate yourself is to engage with
the VCs on these points of view so they think that you are
adding value.”

Don’t Give Up
“The one commonality of all the successful entrepreneurs
I have ever known is that they have faced unbelievable
adversity and failure, but none of them ever quit.”
Joanna Riley
Founder & CEO,
Censia
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INVESTMENT BANKER
Overview

E SUMMARY
Once past the “entry” roles of associate or analyst with an investment bank,

much of the work is focused on attracting and working with clients directly, as
well as supervising teams working on a transaction. The banker’s role is to help
OLDERclients
ACTIVISM
ACCELERATES
TO process through to completion. These
navigate
the deal or financing
LEVELS
are some of the most coveted and best compensated roles in finance—but
competition and pressure can be extreme.

ACTIVISTS – SHIFTING
APE TACTICS
AND TRIGGERS
Desired Candidates

At this level, to be successful, you must be great at:
+ Presenting pitch books and winning over prospective clients
+ Wowing
clients with your in-depth sector knowledge
VITY, TRUST
AND TRANSPARENCY:
+ Developing
long-term relationships with potential clients and
SUCCESSFUL
SHAREHOLDER
influencers
NSHIP MANAGEMENT

Pros
ONE AS
AN ENABLING PLATFORM
+
Prestige
– Within the industry,
REHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
MENT professionals in these roles are

SION

often admired for their tenacity and
extreme work ethic.
+ Compensation – With most 		
of a banker’s compensation often
determined by the size and success
of a deal, these roles can prove
amazingly lucrative.
+ Future Endeavors – Not everyone
can work on Wall Street forever,
but success in an investment bank
often leads to success in the private
equity world, if you decide to switch
careers in the future.

Cons
+ Work/Life Balance – You better
absolutely love your job because
you will be working extremely
long hours and be under immense
pressure to perform.
+ Always Networking – Key to your
success is your ability to develop
close relationships with clients. The
pressure to bring in new business is
intense.
+ Not the Owner – Your focus 		
is on deal execution; once the
transaction closes, your part of the
M&A deal is done. For investors,
deal close is just the beginning.
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Personality Traits
These roles are for people who are masters at relationship building and
deal execution. They can stay the course with complex projects despite
changing variables. They lead by example and won’t tolerate people not
pulling their weight. You can leverage this tenacity into leadership and
build trust with team members and clients.
Additional Insight
Small, medium or large?
Ask these 6 questions to find out what’s right for you.
Blog - After you’ve survived a couple years at a major firm, one of the
biggest dilemmas you’ll likely face is deciding whether to work at a small,
medium, or large employer. Here are some key questions you can ask
yourself to help narrow down your options. READ NOW >

Advice for Would-be Bankers:
“Investment banking is an incredibly rewarding career but
often requires long hours and demanding work. The early
years can be hard but are an opportunity to develop a
wide range of knowledge and skills and to learn from more
experienced bankers. My advice to anyone starting out is to
Justine Mannering
Managing Director,
work hard and learn as much as you can from those around
Stifel
you but make sure that you do also take some time for
yourself for life balance and health. And most importantly, make sure to build
relationships internally and externally - these will be key throughout your
career in banking.”
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M&A PARTNER
Overview

E SUMMARY
For those interested in law school or who already hold a JD, working on the

advisory side of mergers and acquisitions can be very rewarding. This role
obviously requires substantive legal knowledge about state corporate, contract,
OLDERand
ACTIVISM
TO
fiduciary ACCELERATES
duties law as well as
federal securities law. A background familiarity
LEVELS
with corporate finance and analysis also can prove invaluable in assisting clients
as they navigate deal negotiations that often revolve around complex financial
and business case models. Central to this role, however, is the ability to carefully
ACTIVISTS
SHIFTING
manage– and
control the document review involved in due diligence.

APE TACTICS AND TRIGGERS

Desired Candidates
ForAND
you toTRANSPARENCY:
succeed, you must be great at:
VITY, TRUST
+
Mediating
conflicts between large personalities
SUCCESSFUL SHAREHOLDER
+ Leading and working within large multidisciplinary teams
NSHIP MANAGEMENT
+ Advising on deal structures and spotting potential risks to clients
+ Developing close relationships with potential clients

ONE AS AN ENABLING PLATFORM
REHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
Pros
MENT+ Variety – No day and no deal will

SION

ever be the same in this role, so you
can expect to see and learn a lot of
new things with every engagement.
+ Compensation – Top M&A lawyers
make generous amounts of money.
+ Future Endeavors – If you decide
to leave the firm, you will be in hot
demand at corporates and private
equity.

Cons
+ Administrative Doldrums – 		
Elements of the due diligence
process can be very tedious, if not
downright boring to some people.
+ Closing Pressure – The final stages
of a M&A deal can be extremely
intense for all parties involved. Allnighters are common.
+ Work/Life Balance – Many
partners work banker hours; 		
responding to clients at all hours of
the night is common.
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Personality Traits
These roles are best filled by people who are natural “mediators” and
can help different people and groups get on the same page and work
from a similar understanding. You often enjoy having guidelines to follow,
and function well when given large, complex tasks to complete. You can
put your observational and organizational skills to work for your clients
and your fact-based mind helps you navigate the tedious due diligence
requirements. Relationship building also is critical, as the onus to bring in
business falls on you.

Kimberly
C. Petillo-Décossard
Partner,
Cahill Gordon & Reindel

Advice to Associates
“Create opportunities for yourself. The way you do that
is by doing good work; working hard; being resourceful,
thoughtful and engaged; and asking questions. When a
partner sends you a markup of a document, don’t just turn
it; think about the comments, think about what they mean
and what they’re trying to accomplish. If it’s not obvious
to you, ask the question. Engaging with partners in that
way will create opportunities to get staffed on the most
challenging and exciting deals.”

Additional Insight
Warshaw’s Czepiel on Secrets of Successful Dealmaking
Blog Q&A - Lori Anne Czepiel, long-time M&A partner, has more than 25
years of experience leading M&A transactions, private equity investments,
joint ventures, private fund transactions, IPOs and other securities
transactions, finance and general outside counsel work. She offers up some
excellent advice on how to ensure a deal stays on track and is successful.
READ NOW >

“Build a support system internally but also externally. You need people
inside your organization that you can talk to about work matters, but you also
need people around you externally who understand the sacrifices you have
to make. This job is hard. You’re going to miss a lot of dinners and birthday
parties. You need to surround yourself with people who understand that.”
Rewarding Path
“In M&A, you’re helping a person or a group of people through the biggest
professional, and sometimes personal, event in their life. It’s emotional, and
you build this very intense connection and relationship with them, where they
come back to you for advice on everything. Becoming that trusted advisor is
the most rewarding part of being a M&A partner.”
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Conclusion
For many finance professionals, the early parts of their careers are entirely

E SUMMARY
focused on credentials and education—getting the MBA, CFA, etc. Along

the way, they may discover an unknown love for parts of the business, such as
modeling or strategy, and decide they want to specialize. Others may feel more
OLDERcomfortable
ACTIVISM with
ACCELERATES
TO
the options that
being a generalist offers.

LEVELS

Either way, understanding who you are and what drives you as a person is
critical to making smart career choices. Money, certainly, plays a big role in most
ACTIVISTS
– decisions
SHIFTING
people’s
but it shouldn’t be the primary driver, as some areas and
roles within
finance
can be all-consuming and may result in career burnout.
APE TACTICS
AND
TRIGGERS

No matter which career path you choose, be sure to seek counsel from peers
and mentors in the industry, as well as with your family, to ensure you’re making
VITY, TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY:
the best choice for who you are and where you are in your life—not where you
SUCCESSFUL
SHAREHOLDER
think or assume you should be. Only you can define what success looks like for
NSHIP MANAGEMENT
you.
Good luck!

ONE AS AN ENABLING PLATFORM
REHOLDER RELATIONSHIP
MENT

SION
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About Merrill DatasiteOne
Merrill DatasiteOne is an innovative due diligence platform
purpose-built to meet the unique needs of finance professionals
around the world to help them accelerate the deal making process.
Merrill Corporation built DatasiteOne for speed, simplicity, and
security to support mergers, acquisitions, IPOs and other critical
capital transactions.
To learn more, visit www.merrillcorp.com or contact us:
AMERS phone
EMEA phone
APAC phone
email

888 311 4100
+44 (0) 203 928 0300
(852) 3905 4800
info@merrillcorp.com

Merrill Communications LLC. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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